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For example if you have a new baby and do not want the house to get too cold at night or during the 
day, you could programme the PRT so that at 10:30pm and overnight, the temperature of the prop-
erty will not drop below 17C, so the baby is never in a freezing cold room. 

Basic Useage

Basic Programming Instructions (ignore lines/arrows on image below)

The most common programme settings are something like:
6:30am - 21C (so the house is warm when you get up)
8:30am - 14C if house will be empty, or 17C if someone is in but will be dressed and moving around.
12:30pm - 14C or 17C as above, this allows for morning and afternoon override if required.
4:30pm/5:30pm - 21C, back from school or work.
10:00pm - 12C , almost of  overnight, but will come on if REALLY cold; (override if up later than usual)
12:00pm - 12C, if up later than usual and you overrode the temperature, this will drop it back if you 
forget to.
*ITo use only 4 time periods, set periods 5 & 6 to --hrs and --mins.

1. Hold the MENU button in for a couple of seconds.
2. Turn the knob to select the radiator icon and press to enter.
3. Select 'Time Programs' with the knob and press to enter (the 
return arrow button can be used at any time to go back a level).
4.Use the knob to select the days you wish to program, and press 
to enter.
5.Select 'Time Setting 1' (the time you want the heating to come 
on in the morning).
6. Use the knob to adjust the hours, click to enter, minutes, click 
to enter.
7. Once the first time period is set you can enter the temperature 
you would like the house to heat to (Temp.setting 1.) Adjust with 
the knob and click to enter.
8. This then advances to the second time period, so you can 
adjust as in 5 & 6 above. Then on to time/temp 3; then 4; then 5; 
then finally 6 for last change at night (down to overnight 
temperture)

* HEATING (CH) - use the radiator SELECT button to change the mode between ON (always on, set the 
temp manually as you need it), OFF and AUTO (run with the timed settings programmed above).
* Most commonly set the CH to AUTO, and turn the knob to turn the temperature up/down temporarily, 
this override will reset to your programmed settings at the next time change.
* If you frequently override the temperature you may want to change the timed settings (as above).
* HOT WATER (HW) - Set the Hot Water timings as with the heating above (but on the tap icon). Set the 
hot water temperature on the BOILER ITSELF.
* Most commonly leave the HW on AUTO and press ADVANCE to heat it up temporarily.
* AUTUMN/SPRING - You may want to set the unit to 'ON' but at a low temperature (14C), so the heating 
only comes on if it gets colder then this? SUMMER -  You can set the unit to OFF. 
*If you have a combination boiler then you can leave hot water set to OFF.

A Programmable room thermostat is a timeclock 
and temperature sensor combined in to one unit.
Instead of having the heating either on or off, you 
programme it to adjust the property temperature 
through the day.
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